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FLAVOUR OF THE MONTH
AZTEC
What is Aztec I hear you say? Well, its a Chocolate, Chilli and Cinnamon
combination that is totally delicious! Aztec is a original flavour from our
Crack(le) Corn days that didn't quite make the cut with the revamp. Having
said that it is the most requested flavour that I get asked for from my
customers. I think its because this flavour profile takes you on this amazing
journey. When you first munch on this treat you immediately get hit with the
Cinnamon, Chocolate combo, then suddenly you get hit with this chilli heat
that builds and builds as you stuff your face in amazement. You just have to
try it for yourself...You won't be disappointed.
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BIG CRACKLE LOVE
A Big Crackle shout out to all our customers for all the continuous
support during these uncertain times. Your generous purchasing and your
supportive words of love and encouragement have meant the world. I do it all for
my customers, because without you Crackle would not exist. From the bottom of
my caramel coated heart, Thank You!

BUSINESS AS USUAL
This virus might have shut down a few Crackle establishment and local events but you’d be
happy to know we are still taking orders online. We have plenty of Crackle Caramel Popcorn in
stock and have been dispatching orders every Mon, Wed & Fri with a 9am cut off.
(Please note with new COVID-19 policies in play, if you are not home to receive your parcel
then an automatic authority has been made to leave your parcel in a secure location at your
delivery address. If by chance your location is unsecure, then your parcel will be left at the
closest ‘pick up location’ that has been authorised to remain open during the restricted shut
downs. We cannot guarantee which ‘pick up location’ will remain open during this time.)
I’m happy to report our ‘Limited Edition Monthly Flavours’ have been a huge success. It’s been
super inspiring for me to play with some new flavour profiles and resurrect some old flavours
back into the repertoire. Our customers are loving trying something new and mixing up their
regular orders with a interesting new flavour.
Our online promotion of FREE SHIPPING when you spend over $40 is still available and is
always the recommended way to Crackle responsibly

MINDFUL MAKERS
SWEET PEA & POPPY
One of my favourite parts about my job is hitting the road and meeting
makers from other states who are just as passionate as me. Yasmin from
Sweet Pea & Poppy in Canberra is probably one of the most delightful
makers I've had the chance to meet. Her passion for chocolate and gifting is
truly evident in every bar of chocolate and hamper she creates.
"My little business is build upon a love of chocolate and gifting,
celebrating locally produced and handmade products. I love to
see local products celebrated and local brands thrive."
I know personally I can never resist her Orange & Pecan Milk Chocolate and
her Toasty Crunch Blonde Chocolate. It's just such a guilty pleasure of mine
to indulge in such beautifully crafted chocolates that are boxed up so
exquisitely. Whenever I hold them in my hands I know I'm holding onto
something truly special.
And with everything that is going on in the world lately and Easter
approaching, now has never been a better time to send a beautifully
curated hamper to your loved ones to let them know that you are thinking of
them, whilst still supporting local businesses who support their community.
sweetpeapoppy.com.au

EASTER: A TIME FOR SHARING
EASTER TRADITIONS
I've always been conflicted about Easter. It could be the
whole jesus resurrecting thing, or maybe it's my
Cypriot/Orthodox heritage and that we always celebrate
Easter on a separate weekend to everyone else. However, I
knew when it came to Easter there was always special
baked treats that we got only on this day. Chocolate and
Red Hard Boiled Eggs aside, there were certain intricate
pastries that we looked forward to... Sweet buttery brioche
breads, almond cookies drenched in icing sugar and heavy
savoury pastries made from egg and cheese that always
sat in ya stomach for days and days. Ha!
I guess what I truly love about Easter was the fact it wasn't
about presents. It was about feasting and sharing your
baked goods with your loved ones, and that to me is the
most special thing in the world.
Happy Easter Everyone! Xx

GIVE THE GIFT OF CRACKLE THIS EASTER
This Easter let's think outside our self isolating perimeters and send gift
parcels to our loved ones. There is something truly exciting about
receiving a parcel that you weren't expecting.... and when that parcel is
filled with love, joy and the best crispy and crunchy caramel popcorn
around, I don't see how you can loose!
So give the gift of Crackle this Easter, you'll be doing your bit to stay
home, self distance and letting your loved ones know that you miss them
and that they mean the world to you. Cause nothing says 'sharing the
love' like Crackle Caramel Popcorn.

And remember we offer FREE GIFT WRAPPING with every purchase.
Simply add the 'Free Gift Wrap' item to your shopping cart, add a little
note of love in the comments box and I'll have it shipped to your loved
one asap. Giving a thoughtful gift has never been so crispy!
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